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CASE STUDY

CALDWELL COUNTY
SCHOOLS
SCHOOL SYSTEM ENABLES BRILLIANCE
WITH A POWER-SAVING, NETWORKED
PROJECTION SOLUTION
Challenge: Needed to replace older model projectors with newer technology to help
Solution: 500 BenQ MX720 networked projectors
Results: “The breadth and depth of instruction made possible through the use of
the BenQ projectors enable teachers to make the content and their lessons come alive
in the classroom.”
Caldwell County Schools in Caldwell County, North Carolina has a goal of growing 21st century learners.
The nationally accredited public school district supports 26 schools with more than 12,000 students
in grades K-12, with eight of those schools offering pre-school education. It is the largest employer in
Caldwell County with 1,855 educators and staff.

body immersed in a myriad of
ucation—through virtual and traditional
settings. In addition, the district recently opened the Patterson Science Center, a Science, Technology,
Engineering, Arts and Math (STEAM) center for grades K-12.
To stay ahead of technology advancements, Caldwell County Schools began discussions with Troxell
Account Executive Darryl Dutcher about replacing their older model projectors. Using his deep industry
needs, Dutcher collaborated with
its IT department and conducted extensive research on the best solution.
eir high brightness, exquisite picture
quality, and optimized lamp life.

“The IT Department wanted projectors that were easy to manage and didn’t require
provide full access and control over every projector so that they can perform day-today projector maintenance and troubleshoot issues right from their workstations.”
The projection solution makes installation fast and easy for Caldwell County’s IT department. And
with features such as XGA resolution, 3,500 ANSI lumens, and 13,000:1 high contrast ratio for brilliant
presentations, teachers and administrators are enjoying the upgrade.
“The breadth and depth of instruction made possible through the use of the BenQ projectors enable
our teachers to make the content and their lessons come alive in the classroom,” said Katrina McEllen,
ps of teachers.”
Added Adam Windmiller, principal at Hudson Elementary School: “Our BenQ projectors are not
just one of the tools that our teachers use, it is the main tool our teachers use for classroom
instruction. They use them in many ways, including with smart boards and document cameras
and showing video clips.”
The school system plans to replace a total of 500 projectors with BenQ’s new technology, which
teachers say is indispensable in today’s high-demand learning environment.
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